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HOW MANY LIBOR CONTRACTS ARE CONSIDERED TOUGH LEGACY?

    ith the FCA and Bank of England stating

that the LIBOR Transition deadline will not be

changing and that firms must endeavour to

actively transition their legacy book,

significant attention has been given to the

‘tough legacy’ issues which plague the

market. There have been a number of

publications classifying the scope of

products which constitute the ‘tough legacy’

and what it is that makes them so tough to

transition. However there has been little to

no attempt to quantify just how much of

the LIBOR universe falls into this ‘tough

legacy’ category. This is mainly because

some of the definitions are open to

interpretation, and given the differing

fallback mechanisms, it is difficult to quantify

which instruments can be accurately

classified as ‘tough legacy’.
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W In this paper we review the current

definitions for a ‘tough legacy bond’

before quantifying how many LIBOR bonds

potentially fall into this category so that

we can place an estimate on the proportion

of bond issuances that will be impacted by

the new legislation that amends the

Benchmarks Regulation. If the legislation is

introduced, it would enable the FCA to act

as the administrator for introducing a more

robust reference rate methodology.  

For this publication, CMi2i worked with

Bloomberg, utilising their fixed income

data to analyse the total size of the LIBOR

bond universe before breaking it down to

determine the bonds which would

potentially fall under ‘tough legacy’.



HOW MANY LIBOR CONTRACTS ARE CONSIDERED TOUGH LEGACY?

      hat is the total size of the Libor bond universe?

Currently, the total number of bonds currently referencing LIBOR (including all five

currencies, USD, GBP, EUR, CHF and JPY) with maturity beyond the transition deadline of

January 2022 is 7,694.

SIZE OF THE LIBOR BOND UNIVERSE
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 Fallback provisions do not contemplate the permanent discontinuation of LIBOR and

ultimately rely on the application of the last available LIBOR fix for the remaining

life of the bond, turning floating rate notes into fixed rate ones 

 Involves the exercise of discretion 

 There are no fallback provisions in place at all

 The originator or sponsoring entity no longer exists or is insolvent

 The economic interest in the transaction has been sold to a third party

      hat is considered a tough legacy bond?

The RFR Working Group defines tough legacy bonds as those where:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Though some of the categories above are straightforward enough to delineate (i.e. bonds

where the originator/sponsor no longer exists or is insolvent), other categories such as

‘involves the exercise of discretion’, have room for interpretation. Typically bonds with a

callable, puttable or convertible option involve the exercise of discretion on behalf of either

the Issuer (callable) or the Bondholders (puttable/convertible), but the definition does not

specify whether the exercise of discretion involves either or both parties. As such, arguments

could be made for and against whether a callable bond would fall into the tough legacy

category. Similarly, for the element of the RFR Working Group’s definition relating to fallback

provisions which rely on the application of the last available LIBOR fix for the remaining life

of the bond (1), this is also difficult to interpret given that a number of fallback provisions are

worded in such a way as to allow fallback to either a previous floating coupon or fixed rate.

DEFINITION OF A TOUGH LEGACY BOND

W
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Of the 7,694 outstanding LIBOR bonds, 280 (4%) are from Issuers who were insolvent or

no longer existing.

Bonds which have no fallback language written into the contracts make up 35% (2,665

bonds) of the total universe. 

     ow many bonds fall into the category of tough legacy?

In order to quantify how many of the 7,694 bonds can be categorised as ‘tough legacy’, the

definitions of tough legacy were quantified through Bloomberg’s Fixed Income data

specialists. The results showed the following:

This potentially leaves over 60% of the total legacy bond market still requiring

transition, ideally through bondholder identification and consent solicitation to agree a new

rate before the deadline.
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TOUGH LEGACY: PUTTING A NUMBER ON IT

Q U A N T I F Y I N G  T H E  T O U G H  L E G A C Y  U N I V E R S E



There is no certainty that the legislative solution will materialise

The use of the FCA enhanced powers may not be possible for all LIBOR currencies

Parties will have no control over the economic terms of the contract

Issuers would potentially be opening the door to litigation by investors

Issuers risk reputational damage should they fail to transition in an adequate and timely

manner

      ith approximately 60% of LIBOR contracts not falling into the tough legacy category, and

therefore not eligible for the legislative solution, it is clear that most of the market requires

an active transition. Furthermore, it has been heavily emphasised on several occasions by

both the FCA and Bank of England, that the legislative solution is not intended as a way

out of the LIBOR transition. It is intended as a measure to address only those instruments

which ‘genuinely have no or inappropriate alternatives to LIBOR and no realistic ability to be

renegotiated or amended’ — hence why these bodies continue to emphasise that parties

must undergo active transition wherever possible. 

The arguments for active transition have been set out clearly:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

With light now shed on the potential size of the tough legacy market, the message from

regulators, the government and investors is all the more palpable: issuers must not rely on

a legislative fix to LIBOR. All efforts must be made to ensure a timely and adequate

transition. 

All Issuers have a duty of care towards their bondholders which must not be forgotten.

And in a time of increasing scrutiny towards Issuer attitudes to investors, responsible actions

must be taken to ensure a smooth transition.
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KEY TAKEAWAY

V A S T  M A J O R I T I Y  O F  T H E  M A R K E T  S T I L L  R E Q U I R E S  A C T I V E  T R A N S I T I O N

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5dd156d894e7d2435fbe2045/t/5e7fb2194ada5c798021ff23/1585426982805/LIBOR+Investor+Perception+Study.pdf
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ABOUT CMi2i

Unparalleled forensic equity and debtholder

identification

Preparatory Risk Analysis

Governance & Regulatory Analysis

Share & bondholder outreach, mobilisation and vote

solicitation

We are specialists in Bondholder ID, engagement and vote

solicitation, providing:

CMi2i provides the most accurate Bondholder

identification available due to our unique methodology.

We work closely with institutions, corporates and their

advisors and have provided insights on over 1000

Corporate Transactions, Proxy Battles and Activist

Defences, where accurate owner & decision maker

mapping and technical knowledge is a critical part of

success.
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The CMi2i core team have worked together for over a decade, performing bondholder and shareholder identification

and mobilising holders to vote in support of proposed issuer items at AGMs. We have worked for more than 500 of the

largest companies across the globe on over 1000 corporate transactions, proxy battles and activist defences, and 1200

general meetings.
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SOURCES
The RFR Working Group Paper on the Identification of Tough Legacy Issues

FCA Statement on planned amendments to the Benchmarks Regulation

* Data on tough legacy bond issuances was compiled courtesy of Bloomberg

https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/markets/benchmarks/paper-on-the-identification-of-tough-legacy-issues.pdf?la=en&hash=0E8CA18F27F75352B0A0573DCBBC93D903077B6E
https://www.fca.org.uk/news/statements/fca-statement-planned-amendments-benchmarks-regulation

